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Only surviving artefact goes up for sale
from last case of cannibalism in British
maritime history when three shipwrecked
crew murdered their cabin boy and ate him
A collector who purchased a nautical antique for £37 could make a fortune after it emerged it came
from a ship where the crew ended up eating the cabin boy. The sextant was from the yacht
Mignonette whose men were shipwrecked in the south Atlantic region in 1884 and committed the
last case of cannibalism in British naval history. The buyer of the maritime navigation instrument,
from Wiltshire, bought it in Adelaide in 1973 and took it back to Britain. After discovering a
handwritten message in its case revealing its gruesome history it is expected to reach £1,500 at
auction.
The sextant, which uses the stars and horizon to help sailors
navigate, was the very one salvaged by Captain Thomas
Dudley and mate Edwin Stephens when their yacht Mignonette
sank in the south Atlantic in 1884 on passage from
Southampton to Australia. It is still in its original keystone box
which has a pencil inscription in the lid that states: 'To whoever
picks this up, Sunday July 20th PM.
'We Thomas Dudley, Edwin Stevens, Edmund Brookes &
Richard Parker, the crew of the yacht Mignonette which
foundered on Saturday the 5th of July, have been in our little
dinghy 15 days. We have neither food or water and are greatly
reduced. We suppose our latitude to be 25º south our
longditude 28ºW. May the Lord have mercy upon us, please
forward this to Southampton.'

The sailors, along with able seaman Edmund Brooks and cabin boy Richard Parker, were left
stranded in the ship's 13ft lifeboat 1,600 miles from land with just two tins of turnips for food. The
desperate seamen had no water and eventually turned to drinking their own urine to survive. As
starvation set in Dudley and Stephens hatched a plan to kill 17-year-old Parker, who had got sick

from drinking seawater, so they could eat him. Dudley stabbed Parker in the neck while Stephens
held his legs down and the three remaining crew then ate his body and drank his blood. Four days
later, after 24 days shipwrecked, a German boat came across the gruesome scene, rescued the trio
and took them back to England. The men thought they were protected by the 'custom of the sea',
an ancient unwritten code used by sailors, but to their shock they were charged with murder.
Brooks was acquitted but Dudley and Stephens were convicted and sentenced to death. However,
due to a public outcry the sentence was reduced to six months in prison. Dudley and Stephens
were the last people in the UK to be convicted for cannibalism at sea and their trial established a
legal precedent that necessity is not a defence for murder. After Dudley was released from prison
he emigrated to Australia and took the sextant with him. There it remained until 1973 when the
seller, from Wiltshire, bought it in Moghul Antiques, a shop in Adelaide, Australia, for $67 AUD around £37 at the time - and brought it back to Britain.
Experts say the sextant, said to be the only surviving relic of the historic event, could fetch £1,500
when it goes under the hammer at London-based Charles Miller auctioneers.
Charles Miller, from the auction house, said: 'The yacht Mignonette had been en route to Australia
when a freak wave broke the bulkhead, and it went down almost immediately. All the crew had time
to grab was this sextant, a chronometer and two tins of turnips.’
They had no water and unfortunately they decided to kill the
cabin boy, a 17-year-old who had never been to sea before.
It sounds like a terrible cliché, eating the cabin boy, but what
they went through would have been horrendous. They were
completely alone with not a single sail visible across any
horizon and who knows how much longer they would have
survived if they hadn't. They wrote the message in the lid of
the sextant's box assuming their dead bodies were going to
be found. When they got back to Britain they assumed they
were protected by the 'custom of the sea' so they told the
authorities what had happened. But this custom was not in
law and they were charged with murder. The Victorian
public were horrified by the story - to Europeans cannibalism
was the last taboo - but people got behind them because
they had been through such an appalling time. The case
was a huge deal at the time, but the story then got lost over
the years. The yacht had been bought by an Australian
businessman who was paying them to sail it to Australia for
him.
When Captain Dudley got out of prison, the owner felt responsible so he offered him the chance to
start afresh in Australia. Dudley moved to Sydney and opened a chandlery shop, selling things for
ships and boats. He must have taken the sextant with him because it appeared in a small sale after
his death and was bought by an antique shop. The current seller bought it while he was on holiday
in 1973 and brought it back to the UK. He saw the writing inside the box and thought it was very
interesting so he started researching it and the whole story unravelled. No-one knows what
happened to the chronometer so this is the only surviving artefact we know of from the whole grisly
saga. If it wasn't for this story it would be a very boring, standard instrument. The sextant isn't even
signed by a maker or company, but the story makes it fascinating.

